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Serotonin (5-HT) is a naturally occurring amine neurotransmitter made inside the body from the amino acid, tryptophan. There are 7 different classes of serotonin receptors and different subclasses of each receptor.

Serotonin imbalance has been linked to depression, anxiety, migraine headaches, bipolar disorder, diabetes, cancer and carbohydrate cravings. There are many prescription medications that work indirectly via serotonin mechanisms such as antidepressants and migraine headache treatments. Concerning weight control there have been prescription medications and dietary supplements that work to reduce appetite and cravings indirectly via serotonin mechanisms.

Patented oral serotonin delivery has been used at the medically supervised Serotonin-Plus Weight Loss Centers. Over 24,000 patients have been treated with an average weight loss of 30 pounds in females and 40 pounds in males in the 12-week protocol. The co-morbidities associated with obesity, such as diabetes, hypertension, hypercholesterolemia and others have been impacted significantly by the Serotonin-Plus Program and the patented serotonin supplements.

The mechanism of action, studies using the supplement and clinical experience will be discussed. The science of serotonin and applications for helping people control weight long term by reducing carbohydrate cravings will be detailed.

In conclusion, combining oral serotonin supplementation with a high protein/low carbohydrate dietary approach and supportive visits to instill behavioral modification result in aggressive weight control and the immediate lowering of diabetes risk, need for diabetes medication, lowering of blood pressure and an overall reduction of the need for medications to treat the co-morbidities of obesity.
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